
SESSION 2: GRANT WRITING 



OBJECTIVE OUTCOMES

Purposefully write to each component of the RFP

Compose an effective executive summary 

Align the budget narrative with a budget worksheet

Develop a logic model that captures planned activities

and anticipated outcomes of a proposal



One word check-in
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Understand the components of an RFP
Determine whether the RFP aligns to their
organization's mission or program intent
Map out a plan of action to effectively engage
and facilitate team contribution toward
successful submission
Identify critical components and avoid
disqualification

 

Quick review of Part 1 



Notes and highlights from RFP review

Sections of the Proposal

Team Responsibilities

Format 

Content

Before you start writing



SECTIONS OF THE PROPOSAL

Title Page/Cover Letter

Executive Summary/Introduction/Abstract

Needs Assessment/ProblemStatement

Project Narrative/Description

Evaluation

Logic Model

Financial/Budget/Budget Narrative

Sustainability 



Who will be working on what sections?

Important to have:

All authors aware of all requirements

Agreed upon internal deadlines

Built-in checkpoints to monitor progress

Understanding of who has final editing ability 

TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES



What are the format requirements? 

Follow them

Page limit considerations

Character/word limits

Special characters and Hawaiian diacritical marks

Saving and attaching electronic files 

FORMAT MATTERS - A LOT

https://womensfundhawaii.org/
https://womensfundhawaii.org/


https://womensfundhawaii.org

State RFP example 



Scientific or specialized terminology

Acronyms and other abbreviations

Define and include glossary, if allowable

Data references

Include citations

Recycling old grant proposals

GENERAL CONTENT



If a title page template is provided, use it 

Cover letter considerations

Include requested information

Provide on official letterhead

Specify RFP details (sponsor agency, RFP

name/number)

Contact info

Signature

TITLE PAGE



Stand on its own

Write it last

Attention getter, keep that attention

Supporting/relevant research

Most essential info

Focus on WHAT you plan to achieve and HOW you
plan to achieve it

Place emphasis on the strengths and assets of your
team that will allow you to be successful

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY/INTRO/ABSTRACT 



What is the compelling need that you have?

What is the problem that you are trying to solve?

Are there limitations for this section?

What level of data is required/recommended?

The need must be compelling enough for reader to
want to read on

There must be a clear connection between your
stated problem and your proposed project 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT/PROBLEM STATEMENT



The core of your proposal 

 Are there limitations for this section?

Goals 

 S - Specific
M - Measurable
A - Achievable
R - Realistic 
T - Time Bound

PROJECT NARRATIVE/DESCRIPTION



Objectives
Process
Impact
Outcome

Implementation Plan/Activities

Succinct description of plan/activities 
Clear linkage between activities and objective

PROJECT NARRATIVE/DESCRIPTION



What type of evaluation, if any, is required?

Is there a maximum amount allowed for evaluation?

Capacity - internal or external 

Current and future uses of evaluation 

Qualitative vs. Qualitative data collection and
analysis

Process evaluation vs. Outcome evaluation

EVALUATION



Graphic representation of planned activities and
anticipated outcomes

LOGIC MODEL

State RFP example 

Excellent resource from W. K. Kellogg Foundation:
 https://wkkf.issuelab.org/resource/logic-model-development-guide.html



Use templates whenever they are provided

FINANCIAL/BUDGET/BUDGET NARRATIVE

County RFP example 

Is there a match? Must that be in cash?
Verify expenses are allowable 
Double and triple check calculations
Narrative must match budget worksheet



How do you plan to sustain your project?

Build in financial components as you go

Other requests already in progress
Future funding ideas  

Build internal capacity as you go 
Cross-training
Volunteers
Transitioning programs/staff

SUSTAINABILITY



Have you shared your story authentically?

Multiple readers for review

Check for common errors
Spelling, grammar
Character/word count/page limit
Attachments
Signatures 

Submit before deadline - time and day

FINAL REVIEW


